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A new hybrid soft matter was realized b
y the combination of nontoxic cholesteric liquid crystal dispersed living microalgae, displaying nonequilibrium
swimming behavior of microalgae and hydrodynamic fluctuations in local liquid crystal medium.
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Active matter comprises individual energy-consuming components that convert locally stored energy
into mechanical motion. Among these, liquid crystal dispersed self-propelled colloids have displayed fas-
cinating dynamic effects and nonequilibrium behaviors. In this work, we introduce a new type of active
soft matter based on swimming microalgae and lyotropic nanocellulose liquid crystal. Cellulose is a kind
of biocompatible polysaccharide that nontoxic to living biological colloids. In contrast to microalgae loco-
motion in isotropic and low viscosity media, we demonstrate that the propulsion force of swimming
microalgae can overcome the stabilizing elastic force in cholesteric nanocellulose liquid crystal, with
the displacement dynamics (gait, direction, frequency, and speed) be altered by the surrounding medium.
Simultaneously, the active stress and shear flow exerted by swimming microalgae can introduce local
perturbation in surrounding liquid crystal orientation order. The latter effect yields hydrodynamic fluc-
tuations in bulk phase as well as layer undulations, helicoidal axis splay deformation and director bend-
ing in the cholesteric assembly, which finally followed by a recovery according to the inherent
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viscoelasticity of liquid crystal matrix. Our results point to an unorthodox design concept to generate a
new type of hybrid soft matter that combines nontoxic cholesteric liquid crystal and active particles,
which are expected to open opportunities in biosensing and biomechanical applications.
� 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an openaccess article under the CCBY license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction These observations place cellulose as an inherently nontoxic con-
Active matter is driven by internal sources of energy, which uni-
versally exists in nature and permeates to a broad range of length
scales, ranging from macroscopic schools of fish to micro/-
nanoscopic cells and molecular motors [1]. Owing to long-range
hydrodynamic and short-range excluded volume effects, the
motile components in active matter can generate mechanical
stress and flow within the fluid, thereby producing complex
inter-particle and particle-medium interactions [2]. The internally
injected energy drives the system out of equilibrium and lead to
unique collective behavior and beautiful pattern formation. Natu-
ral active particles, e.g., bacteria and microalgae, adapt to a rich
variety of microenvironments and display a distinct ability to sense
and navigate in search of nutrients following local mechanical
motion. Most microorganisms inhabit isotropic Newtonian fluids
and possess direction-independent physical properties [3]. By con-
trast, some specialized cases have shown the ability to colonize
anisotropic media and display direction-dependent collective
migration [4]. Therefore, understanding how the environmental
anisotropy influences the dynamic behavior of biological particles
and vice-versa, presents a fertile field relevant to soft matter
research.

Liquid crystals (LCs) are anisotropic fluids that preserve long-
range orientational order and flowing mobility, have been widely
used as reconfigurable soft matter systems to sense the external
stimuli in local environments [5–7]. Dispersing micrometer-sized
guest colloidal particles into LC can lead to complex particle
assemblies as well as distortions and topological defects in the sur-
rounding environment, revealing an anisotropy-induced interplay
between guest particles and the host medium [8–10]. While LC-
mediated self-assembly of static colloids is a well-stablished phe-
nomenon, much less is known about the dynamic behavior of
active particles dispersed in LC media. Interestingly, using nontoxic
LC as the culturing medium allows the preservation of orienta-
tional order of LC phase as well as swimming ability of active bio-
logical particles, integrating into living hybrid liquid crystal
colloids that combine the anisotropic behavior of fluid phase with
microorganism swimming activity [11,12]. Surface-active micellar
and thermotropic LCs are usually toxic to biological cells, while
certain types of lyotropic LCs exhibit much lower toxicity.[13]
Recently, several studies have reported on given types of bacteria
that survive and swim in aqueous solutions of disodium chromo-
glycate [14], polymers [15] or DNA molecules [16] with nemati-
cally ordered LC phase. However, to the best of our knowledge,
no attempt has yet been made to develop a more complex hybrid
colloidal system, specifically, controlled cholesteric LC phase with
swimming microalgae. Unlike the swimming behavior of rod-like
bacteria, ellipsoidal microalgae can create volume-induced distor-
tions in surrounding fluid medium and generate oscillatory flow
during the flagella beating process [17], introducing local perturba-
tions to the LC orientational order both in terms of the helicoidal
axis and degree of order, therefore provide more information on
the dynamic mesostructure than simply nematic LC medium.

Cellulose is perfectly in line with the above requirements. Cel-
lulose is linear chain polysaccharide composed of D-glucose sub-
units. As an important part of the ecosystem, many
microorganisms in nature can digest and harvest energy from cel-
lulose or produce cellulose as the cytoderm building blocks [18].
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struct. When bulk cellulose fibrils are subjected to controlled acid
hydrolysis, the less ordered regions of the microfibrils can be
clipped and yield polydispersed crystalline nanorods, dubbed as
cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) [19–21]. CNCs preserve the biocom-
patibility features of the precursor material and demonstrate
promising prospects not only for biomedical applications, but also
as an ideal component of controlled particle self-assembly [22].
While aqueous CNCs suspension can spontaneously form into a
lyotropic cholesteric LC phase above a critical concentration with
the nanorods self-assembled locally uniform along a common
direction [23], acting as a robust LC platform for soft matter
research. Compared with the nematic counterpart, previous
reports demonstrate more complex behaviors and emerging appli-
cations for cholesteric LC [24–26]. Up to now, numerous studies on
CNC-derived cholesteric LC have been focused on photonics [27–
30], templating [31–33], controlled self-assembly [34–37], and chi-
rality aspects [38–40], however, the potential capacity to utilize
cellulose biocompatibility, for instance, to host living biological
cells remains as an unexplored subject. Breaking apart from cur-
rent cellulose research is an attractive proposition. A reasonable
inquiry is to develop a new class of LC-dispersed colloids that con-
sist of nontoxic cholesteric CNC and living self-propelled particles
with controllable dynamic affects and nonequilibrium behaviors.

In this work, we present a study of motile Chlamydomonas rein-
hardtii (CR) cells motion in aqueous CNC suspension with long-
range cholesteric LC ordering. The swimming activity of the
microalgae is preserved in the presence of CNC particles and can
be further extended to nontoxic LC environments revealing the
excellent biocompatibility with CR. We find that the suspended
CR can overcome the stabilizing elastic force inherent to choles-
teric LC medium, yielding a strong coupling between LC orienta-
tional order and CR activity. Such effects alter not only the CR
swimming dynamics but also the surrounding long range finger-
print texture. Compared with isotropic environment, the swim-
ming gait, direction, and speed of CR in cholesteric CNC medium
can be manipulated by the LC anisotropy, given varying apparent
viscosities along different pathways. During the swimming pro-
cess, the beating flagella together with the micrometer-sized pro-
late cell body, perturb the director of local helical order with
pitch undulation and helicoidal axis splay deformation, generating
large scale hydrodynamic fluctuations in surrounding cholesteric
LC medium with a length scale that balances CR activity and make
the flagella beating process birefringent visible. Owing to the
inherent viscoelasticity of the LC medium, the distortions and
instability in surrounding cholesteric LC eventually return to its
initial state as the CR swims away. Hence, the dynamic behavior
of swimming CR microalgae and orientational order of cholesteric
LC medium are coupled to each other, leading to a hybrid living LC
system that may have intriguing applications in various fields.
2. Experimental section

2.1. Materials and apparatus

All Chemicals were used as received without further purifica-
tion. Cellulose nanocrystal (CNC) gel (10 wt%) was obtained from
the U.S. Forest Products Laboratory at University of Maine. The
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CNC was prepared by sulfuric acid hydrolysis of wood fibers. After
dilution and membrane filtration, the resulting system consisted of
a concentrated suspension of CNC that had typical dimensions of
�10–15 nm in width and �300–400 nm in length and contained
0.95 wt% sulfur. Dextran (from Leuconostoc mesenteroides, Mw ¼
9000–11000) was purchased from Sigma Aldrich. De-ionized water
was obtained from the Millipore-purified water system.

Polarized optical microscopy (POM) characterization was con-
ducted on Olympus BX53-P microscope with images taken by
polarizers in a perpendicular arrangement to verify the aniso-
tropy of the samples. Videos were taken by the same microscope
with a motorized stage, and a high-resolution DP74 camera
(Olympus, resolution of 5760 � 3600 pixels) were used to record
the motion of individual living cells in suspension. Images were
acquired with the frame rate up to 50 frames/s, at
200 � magnification in cross-polarized light. The acquired videos
were converted into image sequences and processed in imageJ
software to create cell trajectory. The cell velocity was deter-
mined by combining the position of the cell at each interval in
a cell track with the CCD frame rate. Discovery DHR-2 rotational
rheometer (TA Instruments, USA) was used to characterize the
rheological properties of the suspension under steady-state shear
flow. All rheological measurements were performed at room tem-
perature (25 �C).
2.2. Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (CR) cell culture

The axenic cultures of Chlamydomonas reinhartii strain CC125,
and Sueoka high salt medium used for cultivation was obtained
from the Chlamydomonas Resource Center (Department of Plant
and Microbial Biology, University of Minnesota) [41]. The liquid
cultures were kept on an orbital shaker (Grant-bio PSU-10i) in
an incubator (thermo-statically controlled incubator, Lovibond)
at 27 �C on a 12 h/12 h bright/dark light cycle to optimize cell
size and motility synchronization. The illumination was carried
out with a cold white light LED panel with constant flux of
30 W/m2. To optimize aeration, the containers were connected
to silicon tubings (Fisherbrand, Silicon Platinum-cured Tubing
11502573, diameter 9 mm) connected to sterile filters (Fisher-
brand, Sterile PES 15206869), so that the CR cells have proper
access to ambient air (and CO2 required for photosynthesis),
and to avoid suffocation of cells from excess oxygen produced
during their photosynthesis. To compensate the evaporated
water, a bottle of Milli-Q water was connected to the container
of liquid culture, and to enhance the aeration, an air pump
(aquarium mouse air pump M101) was connected to the water
bottle. The cultures were renewed once a week by diluting in
HS medium at a ratio of 1:100, and the experiments were carried
out 3–4 days after renewing the cultures.
2.3. Preparation of CNC suspension

In a typical experiment, CNC suspensions with varying concen-
tration (0.5, 3.5, 6.0 wt%) were prepared by diluting the initial CNC
gel (10 wt%) with demand de-ionized water. A small amount of
dextran (0.1 wt%) was added into the suspension to make it more
suitable for cell culture. All of the suspensions were sonicated for
2 min at the power input of 50% (VCX-750, Sonics & Materials.
Inc) and preserved in glass vials for further usage. There occurred
a phase separation for CNC suspension of 3.5 wt% and 6.0 wt% after
standing for two days, whereas the CNC suspension with low con-
centration (0.5 wt%) kept totally isotropic. Aqueous CNC choles-
teric liquid crystal was prepared by pipette removing the upper
isotropic phase of 6.0 wt% CNC suspension with bottom phase ter-
ming as the anisotropic phase.
980
2.4. Preparation of LC dispersed swimming CR

Firstly, the living CR cells in water were concentrated by cen-
trifugation for 5 min at 700g to remove the upper supernatant.
Then the purified CR cells were redispersed in the as-prepared
CNC cholesteric liquid crystal phase with the final concentration
of 102 cells/mL. At this concentration, CNC can self-assemble into
helical cholesteric phase without disturbing the CR moving activ-
ity. After that, a small volume of CNC-CR solution was subse-
quently sandwiched between the two rubbed hydrophilic glass
substrates to ensure the directional alignment and planar anchor-
ing of CNC [42], and finally sealing with adhesive spacer (Memcon)
in a cavity of 100 lm.
3. Results and discussion

The first step in understanding LC dispersed self-propelled
microalgae is to investigate the CR-fluid interactions in different
environments. To ensure uniform size and motility, the CR we used
was cultured in minimal media, on a 12 h bright /12 h dark light
cycle and redispersed in pure water through centrifugation for fur-
ther use (see Supporting Information). CR is unicellular photosyn-
thetic microalgae with a roughly prolate cell body that is 10 lm in
diameter and swims with two long anterior flagella (Fig. 1a). As
such, the flagella with microscopic hair-like structures, are heavily
involved in the locomotion of the cells. The two flagella, usually
12 lm in length and 300 nm in diameter, act as a pair, are termed
as cis and trans due to their positions relative to the eyespot [43].
They perform cyclical breaststroke-like swimming style with
unequal power and recovery strokes to generate propulsion, corre-
sponds to an idealized ʻpuller’ with far-field disturbance flow [44].
During the power stroke, the flagella extend upward and pull away
from the body with the flagellar tips move in opposite directions,
meanwhile the beating direction is immediately reversed during
each subsequent recovery stroke [2]. As the host continuous med-
ium, the colloidal nanocellulose suspension presents an excellent
biocompatibility to living cells, including green microalgae. Before
transfer CR into CNC suspension, a small amount of polysaccharose
(dextran, 0.1 wt%) was added as nutrient without harming the cells
and disturbing CNC self-assembly, which can be used to keep CR
moving activity during a relatively long periods of time. The cell–
cell and cell-CNC interactions are expected to be insignificant
when the CNC concentration is low with a small amount of swim-
ming CR (0.5 wt% for CNC and 102 cells/mL). In this condition, the
obtained CNC suspension exhibited a Newtonian fluid behavior
with the suspended CNC nanorods remain in an isotropic state
(Fig. S1 and Movie S1, S2). The CR flagella synchronously beat at
a frequency of �50 Hz and propelled the cell body in an oscillatory
manner, at a speed of 100–200 lm/s along a random walk, similar
to the CR swimming behavior in pure water (Fig. 1b and Movie S3,
S4).

At an increased CNC concentration to 3.5 wt%, the suspension
became viscoelastic and microscopic LC tactoid domains were
formed, which owing to the lyotropic nature of CNC derived cho-
lesteric LC (Fig. S2). Compared to the CR swimming behavior at
low CNC suspension concentration, the fluid viscosity at high con-
centrations significantly modifies the beating pattern, frequency,
and swimming speed. More specifically, both the beating fre-
quency and swimming speed were hindered (as much as 90%) at
an increased viscosity, an effect that is explained by the increase
in fluid elastic stress between swimming CR (Fig. 1c). As far as
the beating flagella, they were more mobile and bent over the
whole cycle in the isotropic CNC suspension. By contrast, the beat-
ing pattern was severely restricted in the viscoelastic LC domains,
similar to the behavior observed in concentrated polymer solutions



Fig. 1. (a) Schematic illustration of the movement of the CR flagella during a beat sequence that can be divided into power and recovery strokes, respectively. The beating
flagella first moved backward (grey arrow) with the active forces exerted by surrounding fluid push the CR body forward (blue arrow), then the flagella recovered back to its
initial position (dashed grey arrow) to complete the stroke cycle. (b) The beating frequency and moving velocity of CR dispersed in pure water, dilute 0.5 wt% CNC suspension
and more concentrated 3.5 wt% CNC suspension. (c) Evolution of shear viscosity with shear rate at different CNC concentrations, showing a Newtonian fluid behavior at low
CNC concentration and non-Newtonian one when LC domains were formed. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)
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[45]. In the latter case, the movement was easily varied between
synchronous and asynchronous beating patterns that pushed the
cell body forward and distributed sharp turns, creating a run-
and-tumble motion (Movie S5) [46]. Taking all together, these
results revealed that the swimming activity of CR at low CNC con-
centrations remained unchanged compared to that of the aqueous
background solution, whereas increasing the concentration of CNC
led to the increase of viscosity in surrounding environment and
further changed the swimming gait, speed and beating frequency.

The anisotropy character leads to numerous mechanisms by
which colloidal particles move in a LC environment [47]. To con-
nect the swimming activity of CR to its surrounding LC environ-
ment, we analyzed the locomotion trajectory and speed of CR in
different regions. At high enough surrounding viscosity, many
types of microorganism are unable to generate sufficient propul-
sion to move through the fluids [3]. In contrast, compared with
the random moving path in isotropic medium, the motile ability
of CR across varying regions is not significantly affected owing to
the run-and-tumble motion. In principle, the swimming CR prefers
to inhabit the easy pathway with the least resistance and low local
viscosity to move across the anisotropic LC region. When the CNC
concentration is increased to 3.5 wt%, the CNC suspension
approaches a biphasic region in which the isotropic and cholesteric
tactoid phases coexist. As the phase transition continues, neighbor-
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ing cholesteric tactoids merge into a large area of cholesteric LC
phase with the formation of typical fingerprint texture, implying
the CNC orientation is homeotropically anchored, whereas the axis
of the cholesteric helix lies parallel to the interface. As shown in
Fig. 2a, an individual CR is seen to swim at varying velocities along
a random path across the as-merged cholesteric LC phase into the
isotropic area (Movie S6). The speed acquired in different regions
by the swimming CR is set by the balance between internally dri-
ven propulsion forces and the Stokes drag force (FP ¼ FS ¼ 6pcRm,
where m is the velocity, R is the radius and c is the local viscosity)
that corresponding to the surrounding medium.[48] The propul-
sion force can be estimated by measuring the CR velocity in the
CNC suspension with pure isotropic state (0.5 wt%) due to its New-
tonian behavior (FP 10�11N). In the vicinity of cholesteric LC phase,
the transient swimming velocity of CR is much smaller than the
velocity measured in the cholesteric-isotropic boundary and the
isotropic phase (Fig. 2b and Fig. S3), implying the non-
homogeneous distribution of local viscosity in the different
regions. By using video microscopy coupled with particle tracking
routines, we estimated the apparent viscosity experienced by the
motile CR suspended in cholesteric CNC phase to be c � 0.1 Pa�s
(Supporting Information), which is slightly larger than the fluid
viscosity in pure cholesteric ordered CNC suspension (c � 0.04
Pa�s). These results indicate that the CR swimming activity has a



Fig. 2. Tracking CR swimming CR in varying given LC environments. (a) The moving trajectory of an active CR moving from the cholesteric LC region to the isotropic one and
recorded during 30 s. (b) The swimming activity of CR in different regions that display a varying moving velocity. (c) The CR microswimmer in a large-area oriented
cholesteric LC phase with the moving direction parallel (1), titled (2) and perpendicular (3) to the long-range ordered fingerprint texture. (d) Correlation between the
direction of velocity and local helicoidal axis of cholesteric LC medium either perpendicular or parallel to each other.
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fascinating effect on the viscosity of surrounding medium, namely,
enhancing the shear viscosity, which is characteristic for puller-
like swimmer kinematics [45].

In addition to the LC boundary, CR swimming in the bulk cho-
lesteric region displayed an anisotropic activity character with
varying self-propelled velocities. The orientation of CNC particles
can be controlled by directional rubbing two hydrophilic glass
slides or applying external magnetic field to align the cholesteric
self-assembly. Fig. 2c and Movie S7 focus on the swimming behav-
ior of CR in the bulk cholesteric medium and track the displace-
ments with the motion trajectories, either parallel or
perpendicular to the helicoidal axis of cholesteric phase. When
the CR swimming direction was perpendicular to the helicoidal
axis, that is, parallel to the stripes in fingerprint texture, the mea-
sured velocity m? ¼ 0:31lm=s. In contrast, a much lower velocity
was measured as mk ¼ 0:13lm=swhen moving in the direction par-
allel to the helicoidal axis but perpendicular to the stripes (Fig. 2d).
Owing to the balance between propulsion and Stokes drag forces,
the obtained anisotropic motile activity of CR in cholesteric LC
phase implied the local orientation dependent viscosity difference
(c? < ck), where the CNC orientation order and elastic force around
the moving CR particle couple with the moving direction. The
obtained swimming CR derived microrheology studies have shown
that the anisotropic viscoelastic properties of the LC medium are
highly dependent on the helix orientation vector with respect to
the moving direction, a remarkable increase in the viscosity arises
when the cholesteric helix is oriented along the velocity direction
which owing to the permeative effect in cholesteric LC [49,50].
Except for elastic stabilizing force between CR and LC medium,
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the dispersed active CR also disturbed the local cholesteric CNC
assembly during the swimming process. Compared with the mov-
ing direction that parallel to the director, it is easier for biased
moving with the direction perpendicular to the helicoidal axis to
splay the cholesteric CNC assembly rather than destroy it, resulting
in the anisotropy in apparent viscosity [14].

Apart from the particle-LC interaction, when an active CR
swims across a large area of LC environment, the resulting beat-
ing flagella induced flow can interact with the local LC medium
to modify the local CNC orientational order with varying degrees
of instabilities. Fig. 3a and Movie S8 exhibit the swimming
process of active CR in a cholesteric LC matrix with large-area,
oriented fingerprint texture. Compared with the CR trapped in a
defect region, the swimming trajectory of CR in defect-free
cholesteric region corresponded to a random walk due to the
run-and-tumble motion with the average speed of 0.156 lm/s
(Fig. S4), much smaller than that in an isotropic medium. This
can be ascribed to the dramatic increase of LC viscosity. The
bright and dark stripes in fingerprint textures became unstable
when CR moved across, which was due to the flow induced layer
undulations and hydrodynamic fluctuations in surrounding cho-
lesteric LC medium (Fig. 3b). Besides, we also quantified the influ-
ence of active flow on CNC assembly through measuring the pitch
undulations in cholesteric matrix with varying distances between
moving CR. These results showed that the helical pitch perturba-
tion intensity fell off in strength with twice the diameter of CR,
whereas the flow-induced pitch undulation was suppressed
beyond a certain range (Fig. 3c). Therefore, we can conclude that
the obtained active flow generated by swimming CR is sufficiently



Fig. 3. (a) The swimming trajectory of an active CR in a purely cholesteric LC phase with high magnification and recorded during 30 s. (b) Series of magnified polarized
microscopy images that focus on the hydrodynamic CR-LC interactions which lead to fluctuations in the surrounding cholesteric LC medium. Time interval, 4 s. (c) Pitch
undulations in local cholesteric LC phase depending on the distance away from the moving CR, implying that the pitch perturbation intensity in local LC phase falls off in
strength with the relative distance between CR. The measured distance between CR and cholesteric fingerprint area are one time (1D), two times (2D) and four times (4D) the
diameter of the living cells, respectively. (d) Sketch of the Helfrich-Hurault instability of the cholesteric layers under hydrodynamic force and the corresponding helicoidal
axis splay and layer undulation instability in local cholesteric LC medium near moving CR. The grey lines show the projection of the twisted director field onto the plane
containing the splayed helicoidal axis (red lines). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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strong to stretch the CNC assemblies and destabilize the choles-
teric order, inducing local elastic stress and hydrodynamic insta-
bility in surrounding LC fluid. In other words, the beating flagella
drive LC fluid flow in response to distortions in the helicoidal axis,
with splay and bend distortions locally parallel and perpendicular
to the director. Such deformations arise from the hydrodynamic
stress within cholesteric layers, where the effective viscosity is
much lower and creating a uniform conical tilt of the cholesteric
director into the pitch direction [51]. If the activity is low, the
cholesteric ordered CNC preserves its uniform static orientational
ordering, whereas the activity increases above a critical threshold,
the CNC orientation becomes progressively tilted due to the local
hydrodynamic flow in surrounding LC. This phenomenon is anal-
ogous to the Helfrich-Hurault instability in passive cholesteric LC
in response to extensional stress [52–54], namely, helicoidal axis
splay and bend distortion of the director that is directed along the
helicoidal axis (Fig. 3d). Finally, this hydrodynamic splay-bend
mode in a cholesteric system was found to recover back to its ini-
tial state as the CR swims far away and displaying dynamic layer
undulations.

We experimentally tracked the defect transition in surrounding
cholesteric medium during the flagella beating process. Defects
play a fundamental role in the description of ordered materials
when a nonhomogeneous state cannot be eliminated by continu-
ous variations of the order parameter, both from the viewpoint
of passive and active matter. Defects in active LC, namely, disclina-
tions and dislocations, are created by large enough activity and dri-
ven by active stresses [55]. The resulting active flow between
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cholesteric layers yields layer undulation instability with the for-
mation of line defect in cholesteric order, ascribing to the disclina-
tions or dislocations in cholesteric layers. We present experimental
results on the dynamic dislocation profile in the bulk of a layered
cholesteric LC. Fig. 4a shows a sequence of images corresponding
to flow-induced defect formation and recovery under the CR flag-
ella beating process, which highlight the active cholesteric disloca-
tions. From the ground state, an oriented fingerprint texture was
observed indicating a uniform lying helix with the CNC nanorods
perpendicularly anchored along the glass surface. With the CR
approaching, the beating flagella stretched the CNC assemblies
and distorted the local cholesteric texture, creating dynamic cho-
lesteric dislocation (bifurcating lines) with a small Burgers vector
(b ¼ p, where p is the helical pitch), implying the splitting of v dis-
location into combination of two k disclinations (Fig. 4b) [56].
When the beating stress on the local cholesteric assembly was
reduced, namely, swimming far away from the beating-induced
defect region, the dislocation recovered back to defect-free state
which owing to the balance of elastic energy in the surrounding
LC medium (Fig. S5). The obtained frustration of local fingerprint
texture around the swimming CR was given by the mechanical
stress in beating flagella, and dynamically resolved by the creation
of line defect in the bulk phase. Therefore, we conclude that the
swimming CR in a passive cholesteric LC fluid can induce layer
undulations and hydrodynamic fluctuations in local surrounding
medium, as well as creating reconfigurable defects during the flag-
ella beating process, similar to the simulated active cholesteric LC
counterpart.



Fig. 4. (a) High magnified image sequence and relative scheme description that focus on the flow-induced dynamic dislocations in local fingerprint cholesteric LC. From 1 to 4
highlight the ground state, dynamic dislocations and recovery state in local cholesteric LC. (b) The resulting cholesteric dislocation comprises a pair of k lines, with the
director field that oriented out of the page is highlighted in dots. The red circles show the locations of the k+ and k� defects. (For interpretation of the references to colour in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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4. Conclusions

To summarize, here we describe a new kind of active matter
composed of swimming CR microalgae dispersed in nontoxic
lyotropic cholesteric CNC suspension. Owing to microalga’s beat-
ing flagella, modulated locomotion behavior and hydrodynamic
fluctuations take place in the fingerprint LC media. The self-
propelled microalga can not only tune its swimming gait,
direction, frequency, and speed through sensing the local
environmental viscosity, but also display enough activity to
overcome the stabilizing elastic force in surrounding LC matrix
with random walk path. Owing to the beating flagella and
micrometer-sized moving CR, the resulting active stress and
disturbance flow stretch the CNCs assembly and generate layer
undulations, helicoidal axis splay deformation and active line
defects in surrounding LC medium. The demonstrated LC
dispersed active matter, namely, internally driven active microal-
gae in anisotropic cholesteric CNC phase, is expected to open
opportunities in the design of out-of-equilibrium functional
biomechanical systems.
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